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ABSTRACT
Proliferation of modeling languages has produced a great variety of
similar languages whose individual maintenance is challenging and
costly. Reusing the syntax and semantics of modeling languages
and their heterogeneous constituents, however, is rarely systematic.
Current research on modeling language reuse focuses on reusing
abstract syntax in form of metamodel parts. Systematic reuse of
static and dynamic semantics is yet to be achieved. We present
an approach to compose syntax and semantics of independently
developed modeling languages through language product lines and
derive new stand-alone language products. Using the MontiCore
language workbench, we implemented a mechanism to compose
language syntaxes and the realization of their semantics in form of
template-based code generators according to language product line
configurations. Leveraging variability of product lines greatly facilitates reusing modeling language and alleviates their proliferation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Modeling to understand and shape the world is an essential human abstraction technique that has already been used in ancient
Greece and Egypt. Scientists model to understand the world and
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engineers model to design parts of the world. Whilst humans employed modeling for ages and in virtually all disciplines, it is recent
that the form of models is made explicit in modeling languages.
Computer science has invented this approach to enable a precise
understanding of what is a well-formed model in the communication between humans and machines. The general aspiration of
such languages creates a conceptual gap between the problem domains and the solution domains that raises unintended complexities [11]. Consequently, research in industry produced a large body
of domain-specific languages (DSLs) [37] to match domain-specific
needs. With the ongoing digitization of virtually every domain in
our life, work, and society, the need for even more DSLs raises. This
proliferation raises three questions:
(1) How to create new DSLs that fit specific purposes?
(2) How to engineer DSLs from predefined components?
(3) How to efficiently derive DSLs from other DSLs?
In this paper, we address the second question through reusable
language components arranged as a product line of software languages. From these, product owners can configure language products, i.e., variants of the product line, for specific purposes (e.g.,
domains, applications) without being forced to understand the intricate details of each participating language. Based on the selected
language features, its grammars, well-formedness rules, and code
generators are composed automatically, such that the result can
be used transparently by the modelers. This extends our previous
work on syntactic language reuse [4] with composition of code
generators. The contributions of this paper, hence, are:
• A concept for syntactic and semantic modeling language
variability based on language product lines over language
components.
• An extension to our modeling technique for language components combining grammars and well-formedness rules [4]
with code generators. Resulting language components are
decoupled from a specific language product line and, hence,
can be reused in different contexts as well.
• A composition mechanism for code generators of the participating independent languages.
• A realization of our concept with the MontiCore [15] language workbench [10].
With this extensible language variability mechanism in place,
new languages can be configured using existing components more
efficiently. Hence, the mechanism reduces the effort in engineering
software languages for specific contexts as well as the proliferation
of modeling languages.
In the following, Section 2 motivates the benefits of our approach
and Section 3 presents preliminaries. Afterwards, Section 4 presents
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Figure 1: A language product line with a selected variant.

our language variability concept. Section 5 then describes code generators and our mechanism for their integration and Section 6 leverages these to describe language product lines. Section 7 presents
an in-depth example, before Section 8 discusses observations and
highlights related work. Section 9 concludes.

2

BACKGROUND AND EXAMPLE

Conceptually, there are various techniques to combine two languages, e.g., through merging into embedded models [6] or integration of separate models [15]. Moreover, languages are rarely
homogeneous artifacts, but often their definition requires the interaction of multiple meta-languages and programming languages.
Popular combinations of these technological spaces, for instance,
are ECore [28] metamodels to describe a languages’ abstract syntax
with OCL [14] for its well-formedness rules and Xtend [2] for code
generators. Alternatives are different forms of grammars [30, 39]
with GPL well-formedness rules [22] and dedicated languages for
model-to-model transformations [19]. There are almost as many
technological spaces as there are language workbenches [10] and
most support different language composition mechanisms [9].
Consequently, systematic reuse of languages in a meaningful [16]
fashion is nearly as complicated as engineering new languages from
scratch and capturing the dependencies and relations between the
loosely coupled language constituents requires in-depth language
engineering expertise. Leveraging dedicated language components
that capture these relations and structuring reuse through variability modeling techniques can greatly facilitate language engineering.
Consider developing a language product line for modeling applications, in which the application structure is modeled with class
diagrams and there are different options how method bodies are
realized with embedded behavior languages. Explicating the variability of such a language product line through feature models over
consolidated language components reduces the complexity of identifying and integrating language constituents. Composition of these
is performed systematically and does not require an in-depth understanding of the individual language components. An overview of
a language product line, the employed language components, and
the derived language variant for the example scenario is visualized
in Figure 1. The top depicts the language product line comprising

a feature model, where each feature references a language component, i.e., constituents of a language definition with respect to
a specific language workbench [10]. Each language component
contains a grammar (G), well-formedness rules (WFR), and a code
generator (Gen), which together realize the syntax and semantics of
the language. Moreover, a language component can define named
and typed extension points by underspecifying certain parts of its
syntax and semantics. Language components are independent of
each other and can be developed by different software language
engineers individually. The feature model defines combinations of
related language components considered valid by a product line
manager. Product line managers are language engineers who create
language families as feature models that describe possible characteristics of the family’s language products. To this end, they collect
relevant language components, assign these to features, and define how these realize extension points of language components of
their parent features. The latter is realized by mapping an extension
point of a parent feature to an extension in the child feature. Further,
product line managers ensure that the employed code generators
translate to the same or a compatible target language.
In this example, every language variant of the product line uses
class diagrams to model the application’s structure. The behavior
of method bodies can be modeled with embedded Statecharts or
statements of the Java/P [7] action language. These Java/P statements rely on expressions, which are either realized as Java expressions, OCL expressions, or both. The bottom left part of Figure 1
depicts the feature configuration CDWithSC defining a language
variant. The feature configuration is selected by a language product
owner, who is an expert in the domain that the language variant
is to be used in. The variant includes the Classdiagram and the
Statechart feature. Given this feature configuration as input, the
variant derivation tool derives a language variant by composing
the language components of all selected features, resulting in a new
language component (depicted at the bottom right). This language
component has a composed grammar, aggregated well-formedness
rules, and a composed code generator. Afterwards, a language workbench, given this language component as input, produces tooling
capable of processing models conforming to the language variant.
This typically includes a parser, abstract syntax data structure, a
checking infrastructure for the well-formedness rules, and coordination of code generation. The tailored tooling can be used by
modelers to develop models conforming to the language variant.

3

PRELIMINARIES

This section presents the language workbench MontiCore [15, 27]
and the concept for composition of independent MontiCore grammars as presented in [4].

3.1

MontiCore Language Workbench

Our concept for language variability is realized with the MontiCore
language workbench [15, 27]. MontiCore supports development of
modular modeling languages. It comprises a grammar modeling
language and a tool chain for the efficient engineering of textual
languages and their infrastructure (parsers, analyses, transformations, code generators). MontiCore employs context-free grammars
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Figure 3: Grammar inheritance in MontiCore.
Figure 2: The quintessential components and artifacts of
a MontiCore language: From a grammar, MontiCore generates a parser, abstract syntax classes as well as infrastructure
for context condition checking and code generation.

for integrated definition of abstract and concrete syntax. The grammars describe, which models are principally possible and Java wellformedness rules restrict these. Each grammar contains production
rules, may extend other grammars, and yields a dedicated start
rule. From the grammars, MontiCore generates model processing
infrastructure to parse textual models into abstract syntax trees
(ASTs), which store the content of models, such as their elements
and their relations. MontiCore supports compositional Java context
conditions checking the models’ well-formedness that a languagespecific, generated visitor applies to the ASTs. Template-based code
generators realize the DSMLs’ semantics. To this end, MontiCore
provides an extensible code generation framework based on the
FreeMarker template engine [1]. Figure 2 illustrates the quintessential components and artifacts of MontiCore and their relations.
MontiCore also supports compositional integration of modeling
languages through inheritance, embedding, and aggregation [15].
Inheritance enables modeling languages to extend and override
production rules of their (possibly multiple) parent languages. From
inheriting DSMLs, MontiCore produces refined AST classes that
inherit from the AST classes of the overridden production rules.
MontiCore also features interface production rules, which enable
underspecification in grammars by prescribing only the required
abstract syntax elements of implementations. We leverage this
through inheritance to integrate new production rules into these
well-defined extension points as depicted in Figure 3.
The grammar CD (top left) is an excerpt of a grammar describing textual class diagrams. Each of these class diagram comprises
classes that have a name and can contain methods (ll. 2-3). Methods have a signature and a method body, where the latter is realized as an interface production rule that underspecifies a concrete
production rule body (l. 5). The interface production rule can be
implemented by other production rules, e.g., by the production rule
JavaMethodBody (ll. 6-7). From this grammar, MontiCore generates
six AST classes (depicted top right), out of which IMethodBody is
an interface implemented by the AST class JavaMethodBody. Interface production rules can be used through grammar inheritance.
For instance, the grammar CDembedsSC (Figure 3, bottom) extends

the grammar CD (l. 1) and provides further implementation of the interface IMethodBody, which in addition to the Java method bodies,
features Statecharts as method bodies (ll. 3-5). Accordingly, MontiCore generates new AST classes for newly introduced production
rules and reuses all modeling elements of CD. The start production of a grammar determines the root of the generated AST and,
thereby, also the return type of a parser. MontiCore uses the first
production rule of a grammar as start production by default. With
the keyword start (cf. l. 2), MontiCore can be set to use a different
production rule than the one of a grammar as start production. In
this example, MontiCore is set to use the start production CD of the
grammar CD for the grammar CDembedsSC.

3.2

Composing Grammars and Context
Conditions

The composition of grammars for achieving language embedding
as explained in the last section requires that the embedded grammar has a dependency to the embedding grammar. As one of our
concerns is independent development of language components, this
mechanism is not feasible. Composition of independent grammars
relies on syntactic extension points (interface production rules) of a
base grammar and a binding indicating, which production rules of
the implementing grammar connect to which extension point [4].
To achieve the composition of two grammars, we employ a specific
variant of language embedding [15], which combines the syntaxes
of the two languages through multiple-inheritance in a generated,
third grammar. This new grammar leverages MontiCore’s production rule extension and production rule implementation mechanisms to implement extension points of the base grammar with production rules of the embedded grammar. This mechanism especially
enables to integrate arbitrary production rules of the embedded
grammar into the base grammar and does not require any language
developers being aware of this possible interaction. Extending the
embedded production rule causes the generated abstract syntax
classes of the extending production rules to become subclasses
of the classes generated from the extended production rule. Consequently, all model analyses and transformations implemented
against the original abstract syntax class can be reused without
additional effort.
Embedding, for instance, Statecharts into class diagrams as depicted in Figure 4 requires that the CD grammar provides an interface
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production rule as extension point (here IMethodBody) and a binding from a Statechart production rule (here SCDef) to the interface
production rule extension point. In the example of CDWithSC, the
binding realizes the integration between method bodies and the
definition of Statecharts. This composition enables using the syntax
of Statecharts in method bodies of class diagrams to describe their
behavior. The grammar generated from this composition extends
both the base grammar CD and the embedded grammar SC. The
grammar CD is as depicted in Figure 3 and the grammar SC is similar to the grammar CDembedsSC depicted in the same figure. In
contrast to CDembedsSC, SC does not require to extend the CD grammar as it is independent of this. Further, it has no reference to the
start production of CD and SCDef does not implement the interface
IMethodBody. By generating a new, composed grammar extending
both individual grammars, all production rules from these become
available in the new grammar. Our grammar composition does not
prohibit dependencies between the base grammar and embedded
grammar per se [4]. However, embedding production rules of a
grammar into a base grammar on which the embedded grammar
depends may break the composition, which MontiCore detects.
The integration of well-formedness rules (context conditions) is
less complicated. These are realized as Java classes implementing an
interface specific to the AST class of the production rule they operate on. As the synthesized production rules extend from production
rules of the embedded grammar, the context conditions generally
are applicable to these as well. Our integration hence collects the
context conditions from both language components and registers
these to a generated visitor that applies these accordingly. Through
integration of handcrafted code, MontiCore also supports adding
inter-language context conditions specific to the integration of both
languages that cannot be defined for one language alone [13].

4

A CONCEPT FOR CODE GENERATOR
VARIABILITY

Creating a language product line begins with language engineers
developing the modeling languages that the language product line
combines. We assume the languages are defined in terms of grammars, well-formedness rules, and code generators. Consequently,
development begins with the grammars, which prescribe the languages AS and CS, as well as its possible extension points using,
e.g., underspecification, in the grammar description mechanism [4].
Afterwards, the language engineers create well-formedness rules to
enable rejection of models not considered well-formed. This usually
is necessary as the meta-languages used with common grammarbased language engineering methods lack sufficient mechanisms
to describe well-formedness without additional rules. We assume
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Figure 5: Conceptual representation of composable generators with required and provided interfaces on the example
of class diagrams that embed Statecharts.

that the dynamic semantics of a language are realized through
code generators that translate models into executable GPL artifacts.
Variability of language components consisting of grammar-based
languages using Java well-formedness-rules is presented in [4] and
briefly recapitulated in Section 3.2.
To extend this notion to code generators, we include a reference
to a code generator class into language component models. Based
on selected features, we compose the related generators by embedding these into another. However, if the language components’
generators were not developed for usage in a language product
line, the product line manager’s feature model raises two kinds of
conflicts between features and their immediate parent features:
• Generator composition conflict: The code generator of a feature implements an interface not expected for embedding
with the generator of the parent feature.
• Artifact composition conflict: The code generator of a feature
produces artifacts of a type the embedding generator of the
parent feature is unaware of.
The language variability infrastructure presented in this paper synthesizes adapters together with a lookup and instantiation
framework for both kinds of conflicts based on the feature model
and their language components’ generator properties. However, the
specific adaptation generally is inaccessible to automation as the
interfaces on both levels are completely unknown at design time
and, hence, may differ significantly. Consequently, the infrastructure generates a framework expecting handcrafted implementation
of generator adaptation and artifact adaptation by the product line
manager. Adding these two implementations per pair of composed
generators enables automated execution of code generation and
ensures structural compatibility of generated code by construction.
To resolve the generator composition conflict, generators for
grammars with extension points, i.e., underspecified elements, must
support similar extension points for responsible code generators.
For instance, a code generator for a class diagram grammar supporting embedding various behavior languages for method body
implementations must yield an extension point for generators responsible for translating behavior models. As the class diagram

generator generally is unaware of any concrete behavior generator it prescribes a code generator interface for compatible behavior
generators. One possible realization of behavior models could be
Statecharts. Statechart generators, however, are generally unaware
of the generator interfaces prescribed by the class diagram generator. To compose both generators nonetheless, we also require that
each code generator implements a dedicated code generator interface itself. Making both, the required and the provided interfaces,
explicit enables automated construction of code generator adapters.
As the specific adaptation cannot be derived, the implementations
of the generated adapters must be handcrafted and extend the generated abstract adapter base classes. Our framework then uses these
for actual adaptation. Through this, e.g., the class diagram generator
can delegate generation of embedded Statechart models to the Statechart generator. This includes to translate available information
into parameters that the Statechart generator requires.
This, however, does not resolve the artifact composition conflict,
i.e., that the jointly generated code is structurally compatible. The
target language of code generation is typically a general purpose
language, e.g., an object-oriented programming language. These
generally are not expressive enough to define contracts on arbitrary statements, expressions, or blocks. Therefore, we must rely
on structural compatibility between classes through contracts, e.g.,
through abstract base classes, implementation of interfaces, etc. Enabling class-wise compatibility between code produced by different
generators requires that
• each embedded generator produces a dedicated main class
(which may interact with other classes produced by the same
generator);
• embedding generators specify the contract required by possible implementations (e.g., behavior implementations); and
• embedded generators specify the contract provided by the
generated main class as its artifact interface.
Explicating these provided and required contracts enables generating abstract artifact adapters between, e.g., the interface expected
for behavior implementations by the class diagram generator and
the interface provided by Statechart behavior implementations by
the Statechart generator. Similar to the generator interfaces, the
actual adaptation requires specific handcrafted implementations to
extend the generated adapter base classes, which then are incorporated by the framework automatically. Figure 5 illustrates the
generators and interface related to embedding Statecharts into class
diagrams. Our method to black-box composition of code generators
therefore raises the following requirements:
RQ1 Each participating code generator implements a dedicated
provided generator interface that describes its usage.
RQ2 Code generators for grammars with extension points support registration of other code generators responsible for
translating implementations of these extension points. For
each extension point, they describe the required generator
interface and the required artifact interface related to the
generated code.
RQ3 Each code generator produces a single main class and specifies its provided artifact interface.
With this in place, the interfaces of generator adapters and of
artifact adapters (one of each per generator pair to be composed) can
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be derived automatically. Provided handcrafted implementations
are integrated into the composed generators automatically. We lift
this composition to language product lines by applying it to all
embedding (i.e., in a parent feature) and embedded (from its child
feature) code generators automatically. Hence, the product line
manager must implement twice the number of participating code
generators as adapters only.
The next section presents the realization of this variability concept that addresses both generator composition conflicts. The subsequent section explains how the product line manager leverages
this to create language product lines.

5

COMPOSING INDEPENDENT CODE
GENERATORS

The quintessential building blocks for language integration are language components. These aggregate the syntax and the realization
of the semantics of a MontiCore language in terms of a grammar
(concrete and abstract syntax), Java context conditions (static semantics), and a code generator (realizing dynamic semantics). For
instance, Figure 6 illustrates a language component for class diagrams, which references its grammar (l. 2), its well-formedness
rules (ll. 4-7), and its generator (l. 8). Optionally, a root production
(l. 3) of the grammar can be selected. This enables to reuse only
a subtree of the related grammar’s abstract syntax (e.g., to reuse
only Java expressions of a grammar describing the syntax of Java
classes). If no root production is specified, the default start production of the grammar is used. Each interface rule of the grammar
becomes an extension point of the language component, where the
name of the extension point is the name of the respective interface rule. Interfaces in the grammars therefore are used for typing
extension points. Deriving a variant of the language product line
entails composing the language components of all selected features.
The different language’s constituents require different composition mechanisms. The composition mechanisms for grammars and
context conditions have been explained in Section 3, this section
presents the realization of the black-box composition mechanism
for code generators.
Composing code generators is an ongoing challenge that raises
the questions of syntactic and semantic conformance. Our approach
to code generator composition enables syntactic integration of code
generators and generated code, which, by construction, ensures
that generators and generated code interact syntactically. Whether
behavior of generators or generated code generally is meaningful [16] is as complex as the halting problem [29] and not part of
our composition.

Our general approach is to employ adaptation between the explicit interfaces of code generators to enable their interaction at
generation time. Through the language components, it is clear
which generators must be combined and the grammars of their
language components prescribe the generators’ extension points
(e.g., the generator for CD must be able to invoke generators responsible for translating IMethodBody instances. Through architectural
constraints (such as implementing a single execution interface per
generator), abstract adapter classes for the composition of two
language components’ generators can be generated. Using the generation gap pattern [33], the developer composing two language
components with their code generators must provide a proper implementation of the interface imposed by the generated adapter.
By construction, the generator of the base language then can call
the generators of the embedded languages, pass model parts to
these and invoke code generation. Leveraging the assumption that
each generator produces at least a main GPL artifact (e.g., a Java
class) responsible for interacting with the generated code, the base
language generator can produce code instantiating this and using
it as intended.
For the integration of generated code artifacts, the embedding
generator prescribes for each extension point what it expects from
the code produced by generators registered for this extension point
within a required artifact interface. For instance, the generator
translating CD instances could prescribe that code produced for
realizations of IMethodBody must implement a specific GPL interface. As language components can be developed independent of
each other, this expectation, however, rarely is fulfilled. Hence, we
impose that all generators also explicate the interface of the main
GPL artifact they generated. Generators are mapped transitively to
language component extension points for which the generator of
the embedding language component prescribes a specific interface.
The code produced by the embedded generator provides a mapping
between expected GPL artifact interface and GPL artifact interface.
Thus, we also can leverage adaptation between these interfaces and
generate abstract adapters accordingly. For these, usually one per
pair of generators, also a proper implementation must be provided.
This also is integrated through the generation gap pattern [33].
For adaptations to work, all generators must be implemented in
the same GPL and produce code of the same GPL. The GPLs for
code generator implementation and for generated code may differ.
Future work on cross-GPL code generator invocation and platformindependent artifact interfaces can mitigate this. Consequently,
we make the following assumptions for a realizing the generator
composition:
(1) All code generators are implemented in the same GPL and
all artifacts are implemented in the same GPL.
(2) Each code generator produces at least one main GPL artifact for which it explicates its GPL interface. The generator
ensures that all generated main artifacts comply to this interface.
(3) All extension points of generators have to be explicated at
design time of the generator. Generator extension points
are typed with the main abstract syntax element they translate (e.g., IMethodBody) and the interface expected from a
generator registered to translate instances of this element.

(4) Operation of code generators may not rely on assumptions
regarding code generated by other generators that are not
made explicit through their interfaces.
We assume that each code generator constitutes a generator class
(e.g., CD2JavaGen and SC2JavaGen in Figure 7) realizing the actual
code generation. This class performs the code generation, e.g., by
invoking a template engine. Each generator class implements an
interface describing types of the input and output of the generator
(e.g., ICDGenerator and ISCGen in Figure 7) as presented in [1].
Further, each generator references the type of an interface typing
the main artifact of the generated code (e.g., IJavaClassArtifact
and IStatechart in Figure 7). For each extension point that is foreseen in the generated code of a generator, an additional class (cf.
ExtensionPointInfo) describes the type of the main artifact in the
code that is generated by a generator (e.g., IBehaviorArtifact).
Further, the additional class describes the interface of the generator producing the main artifact of the generator implementing
the extension point (e.g., IBehaviorJavaGen). Additionally, an extension point info has a reference to the abstract syntax type (e.g.,
IMethodBody) that is being translated. To this effect, extending an
extension point is realized by adapting an extension point interface
of the generator defining the extension point to an interface of a
generator realizing the extension.
These adapters are necessary to enable decoupled development
of the involved code generators. While the interface of the adapter
can be generated, it is impossible to automatically generate the
implementation of the adapter as it requires in-depth understanding of the behavior and meaning of the generated code. The same
mechanism is applied at artifact interface level, where the expected
artifact interface of an extension point is adapted to the provided artifact interface of the embedded generator. We combine the classical
adapter pattern [12] with a mechanism to integrate a handwritten
implementation of the concrete adapter (the TOP mechanism [27]).
Each generated adapter is an abstract class that has a target (or
adaptee) that it implements, which is the (artifact or generator)
interface required by the extension point. Further, each generated
adapter yields an attribute delegate of the (artifact or generator) interface provided by the embedded generator. The class realizing the
adapter has to be handcrafted and extends the generated abstract
adapter class. The name of the generated adapter, therefore, is fix
and can be derived automatically by the embedding generator to interact with (a) the registered, embedded generators, and (b) artifacts
produced by these generators. The names of handcrafted adapters
are also fix, as these have to be identical to the generated adapter
names without the suffix TOP. This property simplifies instantiation
of the correct adapters, which is explained in Section 7. The above
mechanism is applied to all combinations of extension point and
extension that are possible within the generators of a language
product line to relieve product owners from being language engineers. The developer combining two language components, hence,
is responsible for registering the generator of the embedded language component with the generator of the embedding language
component. Also, the developer of the embedding generator must
be aware of the general existence of adapters.
Considering the example of embedding SC into CD, a class diagram describes the architecture of an application and Statecharts
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grammar SC {
SCDef = "Statechart" "{"
State* Transition*
"}";
State = "state" Name;
Transition = // ...
}

MCG

Statechart

CD2JavaGenerator

SC2JavaGenerator

«interface»
IJavaClassArtifact

«interface»
ICDGenerator

ISCGen2IBehaviorJava
GenAdapter

handcrafted
generated

CD2JavaGen

«interface»
IBehaviorJavaGen

Extension
PointInfo

«interface»
IBehaviorArtifact

«abstract»
ISCGen2IBehaviorJava
GenAdapterTOP

generated
Context Conditions
'

handcrafted

«abstract»
IStatechart2IBehavior
ArtifactAdapterTOP

IStatechart2IBehavior
ArtifactAdapter

generator
interface

SC2JavaGen

«interface»
ISCGen
«interface»
IStatechart

artifact
interface

Context Conditions
'

Figure 7: Constituents for a composition of two language components ClassDiagram and Statechart: The left depicts grammar,
context conditions, and a code generator for class diagrams and the right respective constituents for Statecharts. The middle
depicts the connection between these independent language components: The top visualizes the feature model and the binding
between extension point and extension. The bottom presents the generated adapters and their handcrafted implementations.
can be employed to describe the behavior of methods modeled
within the class diagram’s classes. Figure 7 depicts the constituents
of the individual generators of the class diagram language component and the Statechart language component whose functionality
has been explained above. The generator for class diagrams has to
be aware of the existence of adapters adapting any (generator or
artifact) interface to the required (generator or artifact) interface of
each extension point. From the mapping within the language product line, the code generator receives a map from the type of each
extension point (e.g., IMethodBody) to the concrete type of the extension (e.g., SCDef). This information is used to invoke the correct
generator. For instance, parsing a class diagram model containing
a method body with a statechart results in an abstract syntax tree
containing an object of type CDWithSCSCDef (cf. Figure 4). This
type is a subtype of SCDef and therefore, the class diagram code
generator invokes the generator for Statecharts via the registered
generator adapter.
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FEATURE-ORIENTED LANGUAGE
ENGINEERING

This section explains how the variability and composition of language components as explained in Section 5 (the solution space [5])
integrates with the variability model and the derivation of variants
in the problem space. With the feature model at hand, all possible
compositions of language components are described at product line
level. The composition mechanism and the definition of language
components are loosely coupled to an employed feature modeling
tool, which is therefore easily exchangeable. The set of bindings for
a concrete feature model is realized as a model conforming to a dedicated small-scale DSL. The feature model restricts the cardinality of

the bindings between several extensions and the extension point. To
this effect, it also realizes the differentiation between optional and
mandatory extension points. Although in general, dependencies
between different language components may lead to unpredicted
issues, such dependencies sometimes can be very useful. Hence,
the feature model may indicate that a certain feature requires another feature, which allows the respective language component to
have (e.g., grammar inheritance) dependencies to other language
components. Further, the composition of two specific language
components can be forbidden using excludes in the feature model.
The language product line manager assigns language components to features and aligns the feature model meaningfully. After
completing the product line, she generates adapters for all generators and artifacts of language components, which are directly
related and implements the adaptations accordingly using the generation gap pattern.
Afterwards, a product owner can configure a language product
by selecting desired features. After validating the feature configuration against the feature model, the language components and
their constituents are resolved. Based on these, the new grammar
that extends from the grammars of all related features is synthesized and for each binding, a new production rule is created that
realizes this binding through grammar rule extension and implementation. Based on this grammar, MontiCore generates a parser,
AST classes, context condition interfaces, and visitors. Further, all
context conditions are collected and a wrapper for the generated
context condition checking visitor is generated that parametrizes
the latter with the collected context conditions. Thus, parsing and
checking models of the language product already is possible.

implemented by CD2JavaGen developer: must create an ExtensionPointInfo
instance for each extension point typed with the extension point‘s AST class

«interface»
ICDGenerator

+

+ gen(CD ast, String path)

registers generator gen
for extension point
typed with ep

+

CD2JavaGen

+ CDJavaGen()
+ register(Class<? extends ASTNode> ep, Object gen)
+ Object getRegisteredGen(ASTNode ast)

returns the most specific
registered generator for
ASTNode ast

provided by
every generator

+
CDWithSCJavaGen
+ CDWithSCJavaGen()

wrapper generated
from selected variant
public CDWithSCJavaGen() {
code generator referenced in
super();
language component
this.register(
IMethodBody.class,
new ISCGen2IBehaviorJavaGenAdapter(new SC2JavaGen()));
}

Figure 8: The generator CDWithSCJavaGen is generated from
the selected variant.

Generators are composed by generating a wrapper for the generator of the feature model’s root feature that parametrizes that
generator with the other selected generators. This is realized by
instantiating the respective (handcrafted) generator adapter class.
Where multiple levels of generators are selected, the parametrization is nested accordingly. This wrapper then is registered with the
new language model processing framework generated by MontiCore. On artifact level, adapters typically are instantiated within
the templates of the embedding generator. As the name of artifact adapters is fixed (cf. Section 5) and derived from provided and
required artifact interfaces, the name can be calculated within templates. Finally, a new language component is generated that uses
the synthesized grammar, the context condition checker wrapper,
and the synthesized code generator to process and transform models. This composed language component can be reused, e.g., in a
new language product line.
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EXAMPLE REVISITED

The previous sections explained composition mechanisms for the
grammars, context conditions, and generators of language components. A more detailed explanation of the composition of grammars
is given in [4]. This section provides an insight into the composition
of code generators alongside of the example with the composition
of the Statechart language component and class diagrams (Figure 6).
Figure 7 depicts the involved classes of the CD2JavaGen, the
SC2JavaGen, and the adaptation, where the abstract adapters are
generated at product line level. The CD2JavaGen initializes its extension points in its constructor and yields a method to obtain a
registered generator for an extension point based on a given node
of the AST as depicted in Figure 8. For a single extension point
there might be multiple registered generators, but for a concrete
type of ASTNode (e.g., SCDef) there must be only a single generator
translating it. To use a generator with other generators embedded
via generator adapters, a wrapper is generated (cf. Section 6). This

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

<#-- requires: ASTClass ast, String package, CD2JavaGen cdGen -->
FTL
class ${ast.getName()} {
<#list ast.getMethods() as met>
find most
generate
<#assign name = met.getMethodHead().getName()>
specific
artifact
<#assign fqName = package + name>
generator
<#assign g = cdGen.getRegisteredGen(met.getMethodBody())>
<#assign genClassName = g.generate(met.getMethodBody(), fqName)
.getGenClassName()>
IBehaviorArtifact ${name}Body =
new ${g.getTargetInterface()
.getSimpleName()}2IBehaviorArtifactAdapter(new ${genClassName}());
public void ${name}(Map<Object,Object> _input) {
${name}Body.compute(_input);
method of
}
IBehaviorArtifact
</#list> <#-- ... -->
interface
}

instantiate
generated artifact
through adapter

Figure 9: Excerpt of a template called by CD2JavaGen.

wrapper extends the host generator and in its constructor, registers
the employed handwritten extensions of the generator adapters.
Each generator adapter has to be parametrized with the concrete
instance of its adaptee. In the example, the employed generator
adapter adapts the SC2JavaGen as realization of an ISCGen to an
IBehaviorJavaGen and registers the adapter at the extension point
IMethodBody.
If invoked to translate a concrete model, the SC2JavaGen executes its main template as depicted in Figure 9. The template
produces a new Java class (l. 2) for each class of the class diagram.
For each method of the class to translate, it generates an artifact
adapter attribute (ll. 10-12) and a Java method (ll. 14-16). The correct
artifact adapter is determined according to the embedded generator
that translates the specific type of method body (i.e., in the example
only SCDef) and the fix naming scheme for adapters. The generated
method delegates the execution of the method of the class diagram
method to the respective artifact adapter. For generating an artifact
for an embedded IMethodBody, the template retrieves the methodspecific generator (l. 7) and executes it to synthesize the artifact
(ll. 8-9). Afterwards, the template instantiates the artifact adapter
and parametrizes it with a new instance of the generated artifact it
delegates to (ll. 11-12).
Figure 10 overviews the artifact adapter infrastructure. The artifact interfaces of the code generators, in the example IBehaviorArtifact of the CD2JavaGen and IStatechart of the SC2JavaGen,
are handwritten. The notion behind the IBehaviorArtifact, for instance, is that the CD2JavaGen expects all generators corresponding
to productions bound to the IMethodBody extension point to produce classes that implement the IBehaviorArtifact interface. To
this effect, it provides an implementation of the method compute()
that has the given parameters and return type. IStatechart2IBehaviorArtifactAdapterTOP is a generated, abstract adapter
class. It implements the interface it adapts to and holds an attribute
for the adaptee. When initialized, each adapter has to specify the
concrete instance of the adaptee. Concrete adapter implementations have to be handcrafted (cf. Section 5). For instance, the class
IStatechart2IBehaviorArtifactAdapter is a concrete adapter
implementation that extends the abstract adapter and follows the
naming scheme. In this concrete adapter, all methods that are required by the interface that the adapter adapts to, have to be implemented while delegating to the methods provided by the adaptee

01 public interface IBehaviorArtifact {
02
public void compute(Map<Object,Object> _input);
03 }

Java

01 public abstract class IStatechart2IBehaviorArtifactAdapterTOP
02
implements IBehaviorArtifact {
03
private IStatechart adaptee;
04
public IStatechart2IBehaviorArtifactAdapterTOP(IStatechart adaptee) {
05
this.adaptee = adaptee;
06
}
07 }
01 public class IStatechart2IBehaviorArtifactAdapter extends
IStatechart2IBehaviorArtifactAdapterTOP {
02
public IStatechart2IBehaviorArtifactAdapter(IStatechart adaptee) {
03
super(adaptee);
04
}
05
06
@Override
07
public void compute(Map<Object,Object> _input) {
08
String scInput = (String)_input.get("trigger");
09
boolean wasFinal = false; int i = 0;
10
while(i<scInput.length() || !isFinal)
11
isFinal = getAdaptee().updateCurrentState(entry.charAt(i));
12
}
13
}
14
15 }
01 public interface IStatechart {
02
public boolean updateCurrentState(char trigger);
03 }

Figure 10: Parts of the artifact adaption infrastructure.
interface. In this example, the compute method has to be implemented to adapt the execution of a method of the class diagram
to the execution of a Statechart. The implementation retrieves a
parameter trigger, which it assumes is present and of type String.
Then it iterates over the concrete String and updates the state of the
Statechart by invoking the method updateCurrentState() with
the next character of the String, until either the Statechart is in a
final state or the input word is processed completely.
The presented approach relieves product owners from being
software language engineers completely. A product owner should
know the language concepts required for a certain product, but
does not require to implement adapters or any form of “glue code”.
Further, all composition mechanisms applied during derivation of
a variant are completely automated. Product line engineers have to
be software language engineers as these have to connect extension
points to extensions and realize, e.g., the adapters for code generators. Nonetheless, product line managers do not have to be aware of
intricate details of the implementations within individual language
components, which greatly facilitates reusability of these.
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DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

Our work is a first approach to realize parts of the VCU (variability,
customization, use) model of reuse [21] for software languages as
sketched in [18]. To this end, we support aggregating language
concerns – including syntax and semantic realizations – through
features. We therefore currently investigate whether partial configuration of language products is suitable.
Our approach to compose code generators is limited to composing independent generators. Adding, e.g., aspect-like functionality
through a single feature is not supported and we are currently investigating this extension. Moreover, our approach limits the variability
of language syntax, well-formedness, and dynamic semantics to
a single dimension. While this reduces the effort of modeling a
language product line, it may require to produce multiple language

components that rely on common constituents. For example, if a
language can be translated either to Java or C using two different
code generators, our approach relies on two different language
components. These have references to the same grammar and wellformedness rules, but each employs a different code generator. Our
approach also leverages language embedding as the composition
mechanism of choice. With this, a loose coupling of languages, in
which their abstract syntaxes are not composed – such as language
aggregation [15] – is not supported, but subject to ongoing research.
Another open challenge is to make language components an active unit of systematic reuse, for instance through inheritance of
language components. Some approaches consider code generation
as the last step in a pipeline of tools that process a model. In this
representation, the language’s semantics is realized via applying
several model-to-model transformations in a certain order and then
translating the transformed model into text by employing a code
generator. Currently, our approach does not explicate model-tomodel transformations within language components. Considering
model-to-model transformations as first phase of executing a code
generator, however, is possible.
Our generator variability mechanism ensures compatibility between composed code generators, but cannot guarantee correctness
of the generated code. However, the syntactical correctness (e.g.,
avoiding that two generators generate a file with the same names)
can be checked. Also, the restriction to code generators producing
standalone artifacts enables a better investigation of their compatibility, but limits their modularity to be coarser grained. While many
use cases of code generator composition can be realized following
this premise, we are aware of its limitations. For instance, code
generators producing, a return statement of method bodies only,
are too fine-grained for our composition approach. Future work
will investigate how the composition of generators and artifacts
can be realized with finer grained modularity of generators.
For composition of generators and generated artifacts, the product line engineer has to provide two adapters per combination
of code generators on product line level. If, however, we assume
that the product manager is also a software language engineer, the
adaptation could be performed later – while deriving the variant.
This reduces the number of adapters to be created to twice the
number of selected generators. Also, the product owner could perform variant-specific integration of handcrafted code to further
customize the other constituents of the language components (such
as integration of novel inter-language well-formedness rules). Ultimately, our composition mechanism also relies on the constituents
of all language components to be implemented in the same technological space. This prevents, e.g., defining the language components
of a single product line in different language workbenches. Such
inter-space language definitions also subject to ongoing research.
Future work on the benefits of code generator composition
through feature must also investigate efficiency and usability considerations. Our approach requires only little overhead (a language
component model per language and the interfaces per code generator) and leverages this to yield black-box composition of reusable
code generators. These interfaces are very compact and the language composition merely aggregates existing artifacts. Code generator composition without explicit interfaces for generators and

artifacts requires sophisticated and costly white-box generator investigation. To uncover the benefits of generator variability, future
work could investigate and apply metrics regarding size and complexity of artifacts as well as empirical metrics regarding usability.
Research and practice have produced a number of language workbenches, i.e., software tools that support developing and (re)using
modeling languages [10]. These language workbenches employ
different language definition paradigms, e.g., to (1) define concrete
syntax and abstract syntax of languages (usually grammars [2, 15,
30, 32], metamodels [6, 28], or projectional editing [38]); (2) develop
the well-formedness rules applied to the abstract syntax (typically
OCL [17] or GPL rules [15]); and (3) describe the behavior of models (interpretation [3] or code generation [5]). Due to this wealth
of technological spaces and fragmentation in different solution
techniques for language development, support for reusing syntactic and semantic language components is rare [31]. Consequently,
language reuse is an ongoing research challenge and different approaches [25] exist to address this challenge. Some approaches
employ plain negative variability to derive variants of a 150% metamodel [40], which limits their extensibility. There are, however,
few approaches addressing both syntax and semantics of modeling
languages. The revisitor approach [24] is one of these. It uses a new
pattern to enable independent extensions of executable DSMLs
covering both metamodel and the realization of the semantics. It
supports to extend a language without foreseeing explicit extension
points at its design time and reusing language components without
recompilation. To the best of our knowledge, it does not support to
develop extending language and extended language independent
of another.
Neverlang [30] is a language development framework that enables to develop compositional languages components comprising
a grammar-based syntax definition and several evaluation phases
realizing that, among other things, include type checking and code
generation. Extension points in these grammars are placeholders,
which are unused nonterminal names. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no dedicated typing system for placeholders. AiDE [23],
built on top of Neverlang, guides language developers in composition of the language components by extracting dependencies
between language components. From these, AiDE synthesizes a feature model for a language product line fully automated. There is an
extension to Neverlang using the common variability language for
organizing the variability across language components [31]. However, both extensions to Neverlang require dependencies between
the language components. Compared to our approach, this limits
their reuse in different contexts as language components cannot be
developed independently.
The approach presented in [8] enables developing programming
languages gradually from independent language modules containing context-free grammars as their syntaxes and action semantics.
Action semantics differ from the denotational semantics realized
with code generators as presented in our approach. Action semantics modules are built from action notation symbols and as such
limited to the expressiveness of the underlying symbols. This yields
the advantage that composing semantics modules is more controllable compared to our approach. Further, such symbols are interpretable from different target GPL interpreters. To the best of our

knowledge, the approach lacks an explicit variability model to build
up product lines of languages.
mbeddr [35, 36] is an extensible set of language modules that
builds upon C and the language workbench MPS [34]. It is, therefore,
limited to use C as common base language and, to the best of our
knowledge, lacks a variability model to properly manage available
language modules and their conceptual interrelations. However, it
has great usability in terms of editors through MPS. The MPS code
generator is extensible by resolving all generator rules and mapping
configurations of the individual languages and then building a
generation plan. The order of executing the single code generators
is specified via priorities. Similarly, ableC [20] is an extensible
language framework that builds upon C. It uses Silver and Copper
as underlying technologies for the definition of attribute grammars
to describe the syntax, and provides several mechanisms to realize
composition of these.
In [26], generator composition is realized similar to our approach.
Here, each code generator implements one out of three predefined
interfaces and provides basic information required by the main
generator to call other generators. To this end, each generator yields
a model describing its interface-related properties. This approach
enables to compose generators, but the composed generators have
to implement the predefined interfaces and possible extensions are
restricted to existing generator interfaces. The runtime dimension
is not covered as all possibly existing generator types are known a
priori and, hence, generated source code matches by construction.
However, this approach is limited to embedding behavior languages
into architecture description languages.
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CONCLUSION

We have introduced a method to reuse modeling language (parts)
through syntactic and semantic embedding of language components. Based on this, modeling language product lines foster systematic reuse of languages and related tooling. Our method relies
on abstract syntax descriptions that support underspecification and
code generators that, yielding explicit interfaces, produce target
GPL artifacts whose contracts (e.g., interfaces), they make explicit.
With this, language product line engineers can arrange features representing language components such that various domain-specific
language variants can be derived easily. All language engineering efforts (such as integration of inter-language well-formedness
rules or code generator adapters) are with the language product
line manager. Hence, all composition is transparent to the product
line users and modelers. Ultimately, this can facilitate reducing the
proliferation of (domain-specific) modeling languages.
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